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Part Number System: 
 
Model #      
M45XX Mini-Diaphragm Seal 
  Fifth Digit = Process or
  Fourth Digit = Instrume
 Codes:  1 = ¼” FNPT   2 = ½
     3 = ¾” FNPT   4 = 1”
 

Material of Construction    

Threa

NOTES: 
1. The Series ‘DS-M45’ are design

transducer/transmitters or othe
2. Standard Material of Constructi
3. Standard Pressure Rating is 25
4. Specify thread sizes and types 
5. Specify types of materials for u
6. Available with or without Flush
7. Male threaded bottom connecti

Diaphragm Seals are designe
chemical compatibility, trash or sludg
requirements prevent the use of a sta
gauge only installation.  
 Diaphragm Seals consist mai
housing and a separating diaphragm
selected and made of different type m
with the end process. 
 Diaphragm seal assemblies c
different types of Pressure instrumen
process connections or types of seal
much about the application as possib
specifications are used when selectin
assembly. 

316 = 316 Stainless Steel M
HTC = Hastelloy ‘C’  TA

 
 

Dim Inches mm 

A 1.5” 38 

B1 2.25” 57 

B2 2.49” 63 

C 1.89” 48 

D .64” 16 

E .86” 22 

 

Series ‘DS-M45’ 
ded Off-Line Mini-seal 

 

ed for gauges 1.5” to 6” in size also acceptable for pressure 
r small displacement instruments. 
on: All 316 Stainless Steel (Others Available) 
00 PSI - Optional 5000 PSI rating available. 
for instrument and process connection. 
pper and lower housings and diaphragm. 
ing Connection. 
on available. 

d for use in applications where 
e in process or sanitary 
ndard pressure gauge or 

nly of an upper housing, lower 
. These components can be 
aterials for better compatibility 
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ts, instrument connections, 
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ecial Options 
ecifiy Uncoded Options  

ushing Connection 
= No Flushing Connection 
= with Flushing Connection 
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